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EDUCATION 

The UDM supports free public education until 
Grade 12, as well as more government 
assistance for students studying in subjects, such 
as engineering, that will contribute to the 
development of South Africa. 

The high levels of functional illiteracy and 
innumeracy, and the unco-ordinated attempts at 
skills development, are a great obstacle to the 
development of a flourishing, world-class nation. 
Foreign investors shy away from this country 
largely because of the low levels of education 
and skills of its workforce. 

Because of these challenges, the UDM supports 
an increased education budget, the dedication of 
greater resources to the development and 
maintenance of educational infrastructure, and a 
percentage of income taxes to skills creation. 

DON YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN 
DESERVE PROPER EDUCATION? 

LACK OF EDUCATION UNDERMINES 
THE PEOPLE'S FREEDOM! 

To enhance education, a UDM 
governme • will 

I . Develop and maintain an education system 
that produces people with balanced job 
and life skills that will enable them to be 
productive and responsible citizens. 

2. Improve the educational infrastructure, 
including human resources, physical 
infrastructure, and teaching materials. 

2.1. Human Resources: Teacher training. 
Teachers will undergo intensive in-service 
training and, recognising the central role of 
t eachers in improving the quality of 
education, a UDM government will pay 
them accordingly. 
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A BETTER FU 
6.1. Teachers will be equipped to contribute 

towards creating an atmosphere conducive 
to learning inside and outside the 
classroom. 

6.2. Learners, similarly, will adopt a culture of 
learning. Emphasis will be placed on 
discipline to promote learning • each 
school authority must develop effective and 
constitutionally acceptable ways to disci
pline pupils. 

6.3. Specially trained people will deal with 
erratic attendance by pupils, with the 
involvement of their families. 

6.4. Ensure that crime, especially sexual 
harassment and abuse, at schools are not 
tolerated. Offenders will be removed from 
the institution and punished with the full 
might of the law. 

THE ECONOMY 

The UDM is convinced that the economy, jobs 
and poverty are inter-linked. Jobs are the 
ultimate weapon against poverty • and the 
economy must be managed to ensure the 
achievement of this goal. Government has a 
responsibility to protect the South African 
economy and South African jobs when 
necessary. W hile free-market capitalism is the 
best economic system, it is still fraught with 
weaknesses and failures, and needs to be 
managed. 

South Africans mistrust the government because 
of perceptions that it only a new, privileged 
political elite which enjoys the country's 
resources. There is no consensus on a macro
economic policy that can transform the 
economy so as to create wealth and spread it to 
the disadvantaged majority. 

• a 42% rate of unemployment. 

Bantubonlce Holomisa, 
soldier, mediator, liberation 
fighter, politician and 
statesman writes: 

Oii., Fell~,w Sc uth Africans 

This year we celebrate IO years 
of freedom - the freedom to 
decide where to live, what 
work to choose, where and 
what to learn, and where and 
what business to pursue. 

But our freedom, guaranteed by 
our Constitution, is not just a 
political condition; o~r freedom 
depends on social and economic conditions 
in South Africa. Political freedom, without 
social and economic freedom is a hollow 
concept. Has the political freedom gained it 
1994 translated into social and economic 
freedom! , 

Freedom of choice will be the key symbol 
of our celebration of 10 yean of libera 
South Africans wiU exercise their freedom 
of choice to determine who must govern, 
both at national and provincial levels. 
This politlcal choice will not only detenni 
who governs. but also which political 
Is best suited to keep an -,e on the ruling 
party. This party will use Parliament to 
INU,. that the ruling party stidcs to the 
mandate It reclived and 1hat it Hn'II Che 
enth nadon.notjustdlClll dlltwted1or 
lt.Nwr. .. the Clip ...... contribuw 
the .... ol .. ...,..... 

. The United Dtmocrldc Hb\iplilfjillt (UDM) 
is ready, wUUnc and Ible to fulflll --of 
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2.2. Managing Human Resources: Governing 
bodies and stakeholders will be 
empowered to monitor and measure the 
performance of teachers, lecturers, 
principals and senior management In the 
department. 

2.3. Physical infrastructure: The spending on 
the development and maintenance of 
school buildings, water, sanitation and 
electrlclty will be Increased. It Is Immoral 
that the lack of drinking water and 
sanitation at schools remain common while 
about one-third of the capital budget for 
investment in school Infrastructure goes 
unspent. This clearly points to a lack of 
capacity or commitment at senior 
management level, which a UDM 
government will not tolerate. 

2.-'I. Teaching materials and resources: 
Additional funding will be made available to 
ensure that every school has the required 
learning materials and resources - not just 
textbooks, but libraries, computers and 
other relevant technologies. 

3. Increase the number of education 
institutJons. 

4 . Ensure that all education institutions 
promote a culture of continuous learning. 
Adult basic education and training will be 
enhanced. 

5. Ensure that the curriculum starts from the 
values and rights enshrined in the 
Constitution, and will aim to foster respect 
for these rights and values: equality and 
dignity, and religious, racial, language and 
gender tolerance. 

5.1. That learners understand their individual 
duties and responsibilities in a democratic 
society - including the principles of sus
tainable development. 

5.2. Curriculum development will be an inclu
sive, continuous process. 

5.3. Career-orientated advice and education 
will be enhanced. 

5.4. HIV/Aids education and awareness will be a 
compulsory in all curricula. 

6. Establish a Spirit of Excellence in 
education: Schools must be places of 
discipline, order, neatness and 1-roductivity. 
The lack of commitment reflected in the 
neglect of the dress code by teachers and 
pupils, vandalism and truancy will be 
addressed. A UDM government, the 
community, teachers and school children 
will unite in a spirit of excellence, 
determined to make every school part of 
the foundation of a world-class nation. 

a 42% rate o nempfo}'Tl'lffiic------T 1issiireml~vlfflrnl1mn!ffl!'"ffl"ffllfflr'l!ffllm"ftl~...,--
an economy unable to create jobs. these l'Q(es: to govern and deliver.or to 

- the destruction of more than a million jobs hold the ruling party accountable to the 
citizen~ of South Afri 

• economic crowth too slow to absorb new 
entrants to the labour market. The UOM 1s seven years old, but already 

While preaching in the streets about the has established itself as a significant player tn 

elimination of unemployment. the ruling politics, 
tripartite alliance of the ANC, Cosatu and the The UDH has given value to all South 
SACP goes to Parliament to legislate Africans who voted for us ,n the 1999 
retrenchments and greater unemployment. elections, and to those who did not vote for 

A UDM government will focus on job creation us but who are committed to the 
and stimulating economic growth, Investor democratic principles of good governance. 
confidence and efficient service delivery, but will Three examples of this are: 
be equally aware of its responsibly to intervene O The floo c s· I • I tt" wh th r- ros mg eg1s a on, ere e 
In the economy to open up business and 
employment opportunities for all South Africans. UDM took the fight to the highest 

court in the land; 
The UDM proposes the establishment of a 
Presidential Council on Planned Sustainable O The arms deal, an apparent hotbed of 
Development representing all stakeholders In corruption and fraud, which was 
society • and that means ordinary South Africans challeged by the UDM, among others; 

In addition to the government. business and and 
labour. □ The government's stalled taxi 

To create jobs, st rengthen the .eco nomy and recapitalisation programme. 

a lleviate poverty, a UDM gove rnme nt will: These are but some examples of the UDM's 

I. Create jobs through small business actiw role in national politics and the 
development. further consolidaaon of South Africa's 

2. Launch planned sustainable development democracy. Being a viable, trustwonf1y and 
programmes (such as building roads, reliable opposition party is a demonstration 
schools and clinics as well as providing that we are equally up to the task of 
water and electricity). governing. 

3. Implement a manageable budget deficit so 
that government can responsibly intervene 
In the economy"by investing in sustainable 
development programmes. 

4. Involve all stakeholders in society In 
growing the economy through the 
Presidential Council on Planned Sustainable 
Development. 

5. Pursue an economic growth rate of 8" 

6. 

7. 

8. 

within five years. 

Support progressive taxes - taxing those 
who can afford it more • so that the poor 
can take their place In society and 
contribute to tax revenue and the success 
of South Africa. We pl'Qpose that I% of 
income tax you already pay (RI-billion a 
year) should be equally divided to he lp pay 
for skills creation and crime prevention. 

Implement supportive measures for South 
African Industries and businesses to excel 
In domestic and international trade. All 
international trade deals will, In the first 
Instance, serve the interests of South 
African workers and businesses. 

Recognise that education and skills 
development ls pivotal to the long-term 
success of any economic strategy. A UDM 
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0 South Africans want a sense of 
' ownership of their government. 

:J South Africans want direct control of 
the,r government. 

Q South Africans want an accountable, 
ethical and incorruptible government. 

U South Africans want mutual trust 
between them and their government. 

0 South Africans want to be in charge of 
their own destiny. 

::::i South Africans want a say in the 
management of the country's resources. 

A vote, at national or provincial lewl, for 
the UOM Is a vote for these values. 

Ten y<. ars of frePd 

We must measure our p~ since 199◄, 
because true freedom is not stagnant. but a 
p rocess. F,..ectom depends on'the following: 

□ jobs. Without producti¥e employment 
and a Hvinc wage people will not be 
able to axperl9nce the fruiq" 
frffdom. 

0 Health. People need adequate health 
care In order to reach their ful 
pocandal and share in the IMMla of a 
democradc society. 

□ Security. People under siege by 
criminals cannot concentrata on 
pursuing their aspirations. 
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DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT 

ION MANIFESTO 

UTURE PLAN 
Q Property ownenhip. 
Without this, people cannot 
participate in the economic 
and social life of the country. 

The UDM understands that if 
these conditions are lacking or 
inadequate, freedom for all has 
not yet been achieved. 

FREEDOM 
FORALL 

Real freedom - political, social 
and economic - provides 
dignity to a nation. 
Unemployment, crime, rampant 
HIV/Aids, poor education and 
poverty undermines it. 
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So, are South Africans more free now than 
they were IO years ago? Despite major 
strides, unemployment is rife; poverty and 
homelessness are everywhere, HIV/Aids 
affects millions, crime is holding people 
hostage in their own homes; education fails 
to provide adequate skills for employment 
and the majority are still without property 
or land. 

in IO years we have not seen the 
advancement of freedom that we deserve. 

Instead, a new black elite connected to the 
ANC is reaping the rewards of freedom. 
The AN C's Black Economic Empowerment 
programme amounts to real freedom only 
for the ruling party's political comrades. 
Real freedom is about equal opportunities 
for all, not immoral wealth for the few. 

D 

Women, youth and the disabled are more 
prone to suffering under the onslaught of 

p~verty, cri~e, HIV/A~ds a~d inadequate 

government will improve Sectoral 
Education and Training Agencies, make 
schools more skills-orientated and focus 
on literacy and numeracy. 

9. Embark on a skills training programme in 
the civil service to enhance the quality, 
speed and efficiency of all government 
services. 

I 0. Target tourism and agriculture as industries 
that have massive economic growth and 
job creation potential. 

11. Initiate poverty alleviation through a basic 
service subsidy; a comprehensive food 
parcel system (operated with smart-cards 
so that poor households can receive a 
minimum of food and basic household 
goods every month) and a programme to 
end the discrimination against rural areas in 
the provision of social grants and housing 
subsidies. 

12. Ensure that credit bureaus are strictly 
licensed and controlled, and blacklisting 
practices are abolished. 

13. Implement equal economic empowerment 
in an effort to genuinely help all South 
Africans. This must replace the current 
government's Black Economic Empower-

• ment policy that has become a buzzword 
for self-enrichment by a new elite. The 
emphasis of equal economic empowerment 
will be on industries that create jobs, as 
opposed to giving shares and stock options 
to a small elite. 

The UDM's fiscal policy will be to: 

I. Maintain real interest rates at inter
nationally competitive levels, while 
constantly guarding against an unsustainably 
high rand exchange rate. While we 
recognise that interest rate volatility can be 
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4. Ensure that the Department of Trade and 
Industry becomes visible nationally. also in 
rural and disadvantaged areas, by 
establishing small business advice and 
support centres. 

S. Ensure that the Department of Trade and 
Industry promotes small business to 
domestic and international consumers. 

6. Give small businesses preferential access to 
government tenders and help them to 
secure further contracts and financing. 

7. Review all regulatory and licensing 
obstacles that stand in the way of small 
business development. 

8. Ensure that the Department of Trade and 
Industry establishes a partnership with the 
South African Postal Service and Telkom, so 
that small businesses can take advantage of 
modern technology at preferential rates. 

9. Ensure that we retain our developed 
technology and highly trained citizens, and 
that we take the lead in technological 
breakthroughs. 

To promote agricult~re, a UDM govemment 
will: 

I. Recognise t hat agriculture receives 
• government aid in all first-world countries, 

and will introduce subsidies to farmers and 
emerging farmers. 

2. Provide all subsidies and grants with the 
overall aim of allowing farmers a fair and 
2ustainable return on the capital invested. 

3. Aim subsidies and grants at start-up 
funding for commercial farmers. 

4. Encourage sound agricultural practices. 

S. Encourage the employment of farm 
workers - "in sectors where long-term 
arnwrh k nn .. 1-ihlP - hv .. hnrt-rPrm c::uhc::irli-

... 
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~ cnme, HIV/A1as ano rnaaequate 
education. A society that claims to be 
democratic and free but which allows these 
especially vulnerable people to be left 
behind is immoral and unjust. 

Members of these sectors of society -
especially the youth, who are crippled by 
the lack of jobs • will be included in the 
UDM's government programmes/policies to 
deal with unemployment, crime, HIV/Aids 
and education. The Umsombovu Fund must 
be scrapped and replaced with a mechanism 
that is not used solely for ANC-aligned 
youth groups and people. Stringent 
measures to stop the abuse of women and 
children must be implemented. 

Real freedom for all is the UDM's mission • 
and this can only be gained through massive 
socio-economic delivery. a programme that 
can only be achieved by a government that 
is willing to invest in its own economy and 
people. It is the government which must do 
more. The UDM's philosophy is in stark 
contrast to the view of other parties that 
the government must do less and everyone 
else must do more. 

e UDM's pledge of 

Whilst policy on jobs, poverty, crime and 
HIV/Aids will be central to the debates 
during this election campaign, I wish to 
place the issues of responsibility and 
integrity on the agenda alongside these 
policy discussions. 

I believe that it is time for all political 
leaders to be held accoun~le for their 
promises. I believe it is time for 
responsibility and integrity among all 
political leaders to become the rule rather 
than the exception. I believe that the voters 
should judge all political parties, not just on 
their policies, but on their leaders' integrity 
and willingness to accept responsibility. 

The UDM is an established organisation 
with the vision as well as capable women 
and men from all races who a,e bound 
together in their quest to achieve real 
freedom for all.As South Africa embarks on 
the second decade of political freedom, the 
UDM undertakes to translate that into 
social and economic freedom for all. 

We need a government that puts South 
Africa and its people first. You deserve a 
government that does more! 

Yours sincerely 

Bantubonke Holomisa 
President, United Democratic 
Movement 

recognise that interest rate volatility can be 
caused by international trends such as the 
strength of other currencies, there are also 
domestic factors. Interest rate volatility is 
often die result of crime, corrupdon, 
rampant HIV/Aids and the slide to a one
party state. Monetary policy does not exist 
in a vacuum, but is directly affected by the 
perceived stability of the country. Therefore 
a UDM government will actively address 

. these issues to ensure monetary stability. 

2. Constantly review South Africa's Inter
national trade tariffs and duties to protect 
developing local industries, encourage 
exports, increase international trade and 
support inbound tourism. 

3. Adapt fiscal policies to suit the particular 
circumstances in South Africa as a 
developing nation. Blindly imitating neo
liberal policies - that the developed world 
itself does not follow strictly - is damaging 
our economy. Policies that stabilise the cost 
of strategic commodities such as oil will be 
preferred. 

To create jobs and build infrastructure, a UDM 
government will: 

I. Establish the Presidential Council on 
Planned Sustainable Development to guide 
planning and co-ordination of these 
Sustainable Development programmes 
aimed at building infrastructure and 
creating jobs. 

2. Implement this strat?gy, whilst creating 
jobs, with the aim of turning all 
communities into productive and safe 
environments that will improve the quality 
of life of all South Africans, especially those 
who are economically deprived. 

3. Ensure that security of tenure for 
homeowners underpins all housing inter• 
vention strategies. This will reduce the risk 
of evictions and make it easier to provide 
communities with essential services. 

4. Ensure that Planned Sustainable Develop
ment programmes recognise that South 
Africa consists of rural and urban areas, 
each with different needs. 

5. Recruit unemployed and informal-sector 
workers, in order to accommodate them in 
Planned Sustainable Development pro
grammes. 

6. Ensure that every Planned Sustainable 
Development programme creates as many 
jobs as possible in all its activities. The focus 
of the job creation effort will be small 
business development. A UDM government 
will engage in infrastructure delivery by sub
contracting and training skilled and unskilled 
people to handle aspects of infrastructure 
construction and maintenance. 

To promote small business development, a 
UDM government will: 

I . Place small business development at the 
core of the UDM economic plan. 

2.. Improve co-ordination between national, 
provincial and local departments dealing 
with small business support. 

3: Dissolve the financing agencies Khula and 
Ntsika, and replace them with a new small 
business-financing agency, operating 
according to corporate principles. 

... ,.. __ ._.,..... ····-· - ·-··o .,._, ... 
growth is possible • by short-term subsidi
sation of their wages. 

6. Encourage beneficiaries of land re
distribution to engage In commercial 
farmirw. 

7. Recognise the role and value ol lr'IMllbllll 
leaders.All laws affecting tracldonal ....,_ 
and the millions who recognise them wtH 
be reviewed. 

8. Reverse the neglect of rural areas. Where 
an urban beneficiary is supported to build a 
home, a rural beneficiary will be supported 
to begin farming - so that people will be 
able to feed their families and start 
becoming commercial farmers. 

CRIME 

I Crime, especially violent crime, is affecting 
1 millions of law-abiding South Africans, destroying 

their dignity, their freedom and their livelihoods. 

' The mushrooming of security companies is a 
clear indication that the ANC government is I losing the war against crime and failing in one of 
its primary duties: to protect the life and 
property of its citizens. 

To fight crime, a UDM government will: 

I. Adopt a zero-tolerance approach to 
punish, deter and rehabilitate criminals, 
while supporting victims. Criminals will be 
forced to compensate their victims. 

2. Prioritize the prevention of violent crime 
(murder, rape, assault, domestic violence, 
robbery, hijacking and violence against 
children). 

3. Implement a social crime prevention 
programme to address the root causes of 
crime. This means job creation and 
improving the socio-economic health of 
every community. 

4. Instil the values of honesty, integrity, 
appreciation of hard work, self-improve
ment and respect for others in our youth. 

5. Create a Crime · Prevention Ministry that 
will operate as a forum where criminal 
justice ministers meet to ensure co
operation among their respective depart
ments. 

, 6. Set aside a dedicated percent of personal 
income ta>< you already pay for additional 
visible crime fighting. 

7. Ensure that the criminal justice system 
fights organised crime, corruption and 
gangsterism. 

8 . Ensure that the Crime Prevention Ministry 
boosts the work of the Scorpions. 

9 . Focus on fighting alcohol and drug abuse -
which is involved in 80% of violent crime. 
Cutting off the drug trade will rein in crime 
syndicates and gangs who use this illicit 
trade as a source of income, as well as a 
means of influencing subordinates and 
communities. 

10. Recruit and train 40 000 new police 
officers over a three-year period. 

I I. Hold a referendum on the reinstatement of 
the death penalty. 




